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Video: Iran-Israel Strikes: “Israel Needed Three
Nuclear Power Plus Their Arab Fig Leaf While Iran
Did It Absolutely Alone.” Sharmine Narwani
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Sharmine Narwani is a brilliant journalist and analyst, has taught at Oxford and Columbia
and has been published in The New York Times, USA Today, The Guardian, Huffington Post,
Salon.com and other publications.

Of course, the ones listed above don’t publish her anymore, because she’s too much of a
journalist, like Chris Hedges, Seymour Hersh, Aaron Maté, Max Blumenthal and others no
longer welcome in today’s mainstream media.

Please see what Sharmine has to say in the short video below. 

According to her,

“Iran has a full  map of  Israel’s  missile defense system banks.  It  gained incredible
intelligence. It also got to see which countries would jump in to defend Israel. And the
list was short: the US, the UK and France — all nuclear states — and then Jordan,
because they need an Arab or Muslim fig leaf.”
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